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Fresh ideas for you 
and your home 

Tr a n s fo r m  y o u r  o u t d o o r  s p a c e  i n t o  a n  a re a  fo r  u n w i n d i n g , 

c o o k i n g ,  e a t i n g ,  p l a y i n g ,  c e l e b r a t i n g  a n d  g a rd e n i n g . 

AG.UK.COM

Your local builders 
merchants
...your local expert!
Your local AG stockist will be able to supply you with everything you 
need to get the job done including sand, gravel, tools and - perhaps 
most importantly - reliable local knowledge and expert advice. 

Your local merchant is your local expert and will be able to 
recommend professional designers and installers as well as 
answering any questions you might have.

Home owner 
30 year guarantee
Our hard landscaping products will give you many years of pleasure from 
your garden or driveway. We’re so confident we guarantee them for 30 
years. 

Our products are designed to look good and stay looking good. They are 
carefully made with the very best of materials to last for a very long time. 
Once installed, in the unlikely event that they do not perform as expected, 
we will replace any of our products that crack, break or fail, providing they 
are installed and used in accordance with our guidelines. We’ll hold this 
promise for up to 30 years*.

For more information or to register your products please visit:  
ag.uk.com/guarantee

*Terms and conditions apply (visit the above link on our website for more information).

Advice 
and guidance
Get some helpful advice and guidance on a 
wide range of topics via our website.

• How-to Guides

• Laying Patterns

• Aftercare

• Project Gallery

• Blog

Find out more on our homeowner website: 
ag.uk.com

“We’ll help you get there... we’ve got 

the products and the knowledge.”

making it together

your local 
merchant

you and 
your home

“We want an outside living space that we all can enjoy”

TERMS + CONDITIONS

The colours shown in this literature are as accurate as the printing process will allow. 
Whilst every effort is made to match colours and represent textures, we recommend 
that colours and textures are chosen from actual samples of the products. 

All products are manufactured from natural materials and although we strive to 
provide consistency of colour, variation may occur in the manufacturing process - 

this applies to all concrete products within the paving industry. It is for this reason we 
recommend that products are selected from at least three bales, within each delivery. 

All information contained in this literature is correct at the time of going to print. 

AG reserves the right to amend specifications or discontinue products, if necessary, 
without prior notice. We recommend that you contact your builders merchant, at the 
design stage of your project, for the most up-to-date information.
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While gardening in the towns 
and cities may not be as easy as 
stepping outside into a fertile 
backyard, it’s far from impossible 
and in some ways even preferable! 

What is an urban garden? At its 
heart, it’s a garden that has to 
conform to a small or specific 
space. Beyond that, it can take all 
kinds of forms, depending upon 
what your site calls for.

Long Stone paving in Frassino, 
Canterra® flagstones in Silver 
jointed with Basalt Fuge and Mile 
Stone kerbing + seating in SlateB E  I N V E N T I V E  W I T H  P L A N T I N G  +  W A L L I N G

Urban  
Garden

bB CA F

D

E

C

S T Y L E  S U G G E S T I O N S 

A. Canterra® flags in Silver with TerraKerb® Square Edge in Pearl.  B. Plaza paving in Salt with Plaza Pepper 
Setts edging and TerraPave® flags in Rimini Ground. C. Long Stone paving in Frassino, Canterra® flagstones 
in Silver with jointing grout.  D. TerraPave® Rimini Ground counter top with Long Stone paving in Frassino.  E. 
Country Cobble® paving in Burren with Slate edging and Bayfield® walling in Basalt. F. Long Stone paving in 
Frassino with TerraKerb square edge in Pearl.  
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S T Y L E  S U G G E S T I O N S 

A. Plaza paving in Salt. B. River Stone paving in Blackwater. C. River 
Stone paving in Glenarm with Blackwater edging, Mile Stone step risers in 
Slate and Canterra® flags step treads in Silver.  D. River Stone 3's paving 
in Blackwater.

B

A

D

C

F I R S T  I M P R E S S I O N S  C O U N T

Kerb 
Appeal

Your driveway is one of the first features your visitors will 
notice and a well designed driveway will enhance and 

complement your home and its surroundings.

A

F

L I F E  O F F  T H E  B E A T E N  P A T H

Winding 
Pathways

B

C

S T Y L E  S U G G E S T I O N S 

A. Plaza paving in Salt with Slate Setts.  B. Long Stone paving + wall cladding in Frassino 
with Plaza edging in Pepper.  C. River Stone 3’s paving in Slaney with Blackwater edging.  
D. Country Cobble® paving in Burren with Slate Setts.  E. Country Cobble® paving in 
Cashel with Slate Setts and Mile Stone kerbing in Cashel.  F. River Stone 3’s paving in 
Blackwater and Mile Stone kerbing in Slate.

A carefully considered and well thought out traditional garden adds a real 
sense of nostalgia and beauty to any property. Winding pathways can be 

created using modern paving products too. 

E

D
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P R O D U C T S  U S E D 

TerraPave® flags in Rimini Ground 
with Mile Stone step risers in Slate 
and Bayfield® walling in Basalt with 

ShortCutTM Caps.

C A S E  S T U D Y

The Perfect  
Staycation

Private Home, Enniskillen, N. Ireland ag.uk.com

Vanquish the stresses of your busy life with a peaceful place to disconnect 
and unwind. View your garden as a true extension of your house (despite the 

questionable weather) – quite simply another room to eat, drink, play and relax in.

P R O D U C T S  U S E D 

Plaza paving in Pepper with Salt edging.

Private Home, South East England ag.uk.com

C A S E  S T U D Y

First Impressions 
Count

Your driveway is one of the first features your visitors will notice 
and a well designed driveway will enhance and complement 

your home and its surroundings.
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Introducing

Enduur is an evolutionary approach 
to manufacturing and protecting  
selected paving, flagstone and kerb 
products which benefit you,  
your installers and the planet. 

Enduur products come in 2 levels.

Key Benefits

Fiamma flagstones come with Enduur 2 as standard.

Cleaner 
Due to the optimised surface and base 
mixes of our products, anything that 
might stain or grow in the surface is 
less likely to reside. 

Greener
AG’s new cement replacement means 
every product with Enduur now has 
cement content with 70% less embodied 
carbon per % of cement replaced.

Brighter for Longer 
By using the highest quality natural, 
reclaimed and recycled aggregates 
our products feature exceptional UV 
performance and enhanced, long 
lasting colours.

A little effort goes a long way.

Enduur Level Features Products

Enhanced surface colour and  
reduced efflorescence. 

Enhanced mix which increases 
strength, resistance to wear and  
tear, longevity and vibrance.

70% less embodied carbon per  
% of cement replaced.

Helps prevent moss and algae 
growth and deep staining.

River Stone
Long Stone
Plaza
TerraPave®
TerraKerb®
Canterra®

Enduur 2 has all the features  
listed above, plus:

Surface Protection Application 
A non-toxic and environmentally 
friendly application is added during 
manufacturing. It repels spills, dirt 
and debris, which means it’s easier 
and faster to clean and products stay 
looking newer for longer.

Fiamma

KETCHUP

E X A M PLE S O F 
CO M M O N S PI LL S

B EFO R E

S TA N DA R D 
FL AG S TO N E

A F TER

EN D U U R 2  
FL AG S TO N E

A F TER

MUSTARD

HOT SAUCE

FInally. A little effort  
goes a long way.
Pain free dirt, debris, stains and spills
AG Enduur 2 comes as standard with Fiamma 
flagstones. Enduur 2 adds a surface protection 
layer. It’s environmentally friendly, water-based 
and non-toxic which delivers easier product 
maintenance and enhanced stain resistance. 

Enduur 2 helps repel liquid spills, dirt and debris, 
ensuring your patio stays looking newer for longer. 
Easily wash away installation dirt and debris and 
ongoing spills and stains with warm, soapy water.
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Plaza  
Paving
The fresh, crisp look of Plaza makes it particularly suited for 
schemes with a contemporary feel. The ability to weather well 
and even improve with age, combined with durability and a 
slip resistant surface, means it’s a winner on all counts.

AG recommend Plaza is laid with our Silver Granite kiln dried 
sand – designed specifically for products containing silver 
and dark granite aggregates. Use of this sand lessens the risk 
of staining the paving products when brushing in the sand. 
Please contact your supplier / AG for further information.

Plaza flagstones are also available - see page 22. To ensure a natural colour blend AG recommends mixing 

from multiple packs when laying the product.

60mm Pack:  

size (mm): m2 / pack: weight / pack: no / pack:

200 x 150 12.96m2 1.75t 432

300 x 150 12.6m2 1.75t 280

Salt Pepper 

PLAZA / Salt with Pepper edging
TERRAKERB® / Pearl PLAZA / Pepper with Salt edging PLAZA SETTS / Pepper with Salt flags PLAZA SETTS / Salt with Pepper flags

Plaza Setts are specially designed edging stones - ideal for 
bordering or detailing any paved or flagged area - and can 
add visual interest and definition to any hard landscaped 
area. Our setts are available in a 60mm depth to complement 
our 60mm block paving range.

Each pack contains approximately equal quantities of the 
four different sizes (110x75 / 90x75 / 75x75 / 50x75mm).

Plaza  
Setts

To ensure a natural colour blend AG recommends mixing 

from multiple packs when laying the product.

60mm Pack:

size (mm): m2 / pack: weight / pack: no / pack:

Full pack 5.11m2 0.698t 840

A full pack of 60mm setts = approx. 68.25 Lm (in a single row).

Salt Pepper

AG recommends that ‘Salt / Pepper’ are laid with our Silver Granite kiln dried 
sand - see our jointing sand recommendations on page 39 for more information.

AG recommends that ‘Salt / Pepper’ are laid with our Silver Granite kiln dried 
sand - see our jointing sand recommendations on page 39 for more information.

Plaza Sett units do not feature spacer nibs - 
see page 39 for jointing guidance.
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Long Stone 
Paving
Make a statement with Long Stone - our newest range 
of premium, smooth finish, porcelain-effect plank paving. 
Perfect for patios, paths and feature areas - it lends itself 
best to a minimalist design style. 

Long Stone is ‘close jointed’ for ease of maintenance – so 
less weeds can grow and less grouting is required. 

To ensure a natural colour blend AG recommends mixing 

from multiple packs when laying the product.

60mm Pack:  NEW PACK SIZE

size (mm): m2 / pack: weight / pack: no / pack:

Mixed Pack 9.2m2 1.28t 192

 
Each mixed pack contains 192 units of assorted sizes: 

unit size: no. per pack:

490 x 146mm 40

350 x 146mm 48

280 x 146mm 64

210 x 146mm 40

8 layers per mixed pack = 1.15m2 per layer

Frassino Fiammata

LONG STONE / Frassino
MILE STONE KERBING + SEAT / Slate

LONG STONE / Fiammata 
PLAZA / Pepper edging

MILE STONE / Slate walling + step risers

River Stone  
Paving
The unique gently rippling surface of River Stone makes this  
a paving range that really stands out from the crowd.

Creating a completely new option in paving, it can provide 
texture and form in a modern setting while just as successfully 
adding depth and character in a more traditional scheme.

To ensure a natural 

colour blend AG 

recommends mixing 

from multiple packs 

when laying the product.

60mm Pack:

size (mm): m2 / pack: weight / pack: no / pack:

200 x 150 12.96m2 1.75t 432

3’s Mixed Pack 12.48m2 1.75t 403

 
 
Each 3’s mixed pack contains 403 paving units of assorted sizes: 

unit size: no. per layer: no. per pack:

300 x 200mm 4 52

200 x 200mm 9 117

100 x 200mm 18 234  

13 layers per mixed pack = 0.96m2 per layer

Blackwater

Slaney

Glenarm

RIVER STONE / Slaney RIVER STONE 3’s / Blackwater

AG recommends that ‘Blackwater’ is laid with our Silver Granite kiln dried sand - 
see our jointing sand recommendations on page 39 for more information.

AG recommends that ‘Frassino’ is laid with our Silver Granite kiln dried sand - 
see our jointing sand recommendations on page 39 for more information.
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Country Cobble® Setts are specially designed edging stones. 
Many suppliers don’t offer them but AG gives you a choice. 
Our setts are available in a 50mm depth so they can be used 
alongside our other products.

Country Cobble® Setts are supplied in tote bags. Each bag 
contains approximately equal quantities of the four different 
sizes (110x75 / 90x75 / 75x75 / 50x75mm).

Country Cobble® 
Setts

To ensure a natural colour 
blend AG recommends 
mixing from multiple packs 
when laying the product.

50mm Tote bag:

size (mm): m2 / bag: weight / bag:

Full bag 9m2 1.05t

A full tote bag of 50mm setts = approx. 68.25Lm (in a single row).

Slate

COUNTRY COBBLE® SETTS / Slate

Get the edge with Country Cobble® Setts! 
Setts can be used to create boundaries - 
helping to define distinctly different areas 
within your outside living space.

Country Cobble® Setts units do not feature spacer 
nibs - see page 39 for jointing guidance.

AG recommends that ‘Slate’ is laid with our Silver Granite kiln dried sand - 
see our jointing sand recommendations on page 39 for more information.

One of our original decorative paving options, Country Cobble® 
remains close to our hearts - and it’s easy to see why. Creating the 
mellow, aged look of reclaimed paving but with all the advantages of 
a modern, easy-to-lay paving system, it’s a versatile, low maintenance 
product, that will add character and heritage to your outside space.

Country Cobble® 
Paving

Traditional 3 size ‘Random Course’ laying pattern, the ratio per m2 equals: 
44% of 200x150 size  /  34% of 150x150 size  /  22% 100x150 size.

Country Cobble® units do not feature spacer 
nibs - see page 39 for jointing guidance.

50mm Pack:  NEW PACK SIZES

size (mm): m2 / pack: weight / pack: no / pack: no. / m2:

200 x 150 12m2 1.32t 400 33

150 x 150 11.25m2 1.2t 500 44

100 x 150 12m2 1.32t 800 66

Available in 4 colours (Cashel / Killyleagh / Burren / Slate)

 
 

60mm Pack:  NEW PACK SIZES

size (mm): m2 / pack: weight / pack: no / pack: no. / m2:

200 x 150 9.6m2 1.28t 320 33.3

Available in 2 colours (Cashel / Slate) To ensure a natural colour blend AG recommends mixing 
from multiple packs when laying the product.

Cashel Killyleagh (50mm only)

SlateBurren (50mm only)

COUNTRY COBBLE® / CashelCOUNTRY COBBLE® / Killyleagh

AG recommends that ‘Slate’ is laid with our Silver Granite kiln dried sand - 
see our jointing sand recommendations on page 39 for more information.
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To ensure a natural colour 
blend AG recommends 
mixing from multiple packs 
when laying the product.

HomePave 50mm is suitable for driveways with cars, caravans, vans, motorhomes, etc.

AG recommends that ‘Ash’ is 
laid with our Silver Granite kiln 
dried sand - see our jointing 
sand recommendations on 
page 39 for more information.

Flagstones
pages 20-27

Create an outside area that’s perfect for dining, 
cooking or relaxing. It’s no longer ‘outside’,  

it’s an extension to your living space.

FIAMMA / Alba, Luce + Milazzo

50mm Pack:

size (mm): m2 / pack: weight / pack: no / pack:

Mixed Pack 15.36m2 1.76t 496

 
 
Each mixed pack contains 496 paving units of assorted sizes: 

unit size: no. per layer: no. per pack:

300 x 200mm 4 64

200 x 200mm 9 144

100 x 200mm 18 288  

16 layers per mixed pack = 0.96m2 per layer

HomePave
N E W  S U B T L Y  A N T I Q U E D  P A V I N G

Add character and maturity to your garden with our latest range.  
HomePave recreates the softly aged, rustic appearance of reclaimed paving but has 
all the advantages of a modern, easy-to-lay paving system. With three unique colour 
blends to choose from, you can easily add that extra level of sophistication to your 
home and garden. HomePave is supplied in a mixed pack of three different sizes.

AshAuburn Cove

Introducing

new
product
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Fiamma  
Flags
Our new Fiamma range is subtly different and highly 
impressive. Created using the highest quality granite 
aggregates and with a unique ‘flamed’ effect finish, it makes 
a strong statement. Fiamma also features Enduur Level 2 
surface protection, which means that next time your glass 
of wine takes a tumble you can be assured of an easy clean 
up - no muss, no fuss.

For more information on the benefits of our Enduur 2 
surface protection – see pages 10-11.

To ensure a natural colour 

blend AG recommends 

mixing from multiple packs 

when laying the product.

50mm Pack: 

size (mm): m2 / pack: weight / pack: no / pack:

600 x 400 15.36m2 1.843t 64

400 x 400 15.36m2 1.843t 96

Alba

Milazzo

Luce

AG recommends that ‘Fiamma’ flags are laid with our Silver Granite kiln dried 
sand - see our jointing sand recommendations on page 39 for more information.

Luce Milazzo

Alba

FIAMMA / Alba, Luce + Milazzo

new
product

Enduur 2 adds a surface protection layer 
which helps repel liquid spills, dirt and debris.
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Plaza  
Flags
The fresh, crisp look of Plaza makes it particularly suited for 
schemes with a contemporary feel. The ability to weather 
well and even improve with age, combined with durability 
and a slip resistant surface, means it’s a winner on all counts.

Plaza paving blocks are also available - see page 12.

To ensure a natural colour blend AG recommends mixing 

from multiple packs when laying the product.

50mm Pack: 

size (mm): m2 / pack: weight / pack: no / pack:

600 x 400 15.36m2 1.843t 64

400 x 400 15.36m2 1.843t 96

Salt Pepper

PLAZA / Salt

PLAZA / Salt

PLAZA / Pepper

AG recommends that ‘Salt / Pepper’ are laid with our Silver Granite kiln dried 
sand - see our jointing sand recommendations on page 39 for more information.
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TerraPave®  
Flags
TerraPave® is our signature flag product. Top of the range 
and oozing quality these flags are constructed from premium-
graded granite and natural aggregates. Offered in a range of 
colours and in a ground finish - TerraPave® is sure to give your 
interior or exterior project real stand-out.

AG recommend TerraPave® is laid with our Silver Granite kiln 
dried sand – designed specifically for products containing silver 
and dark granite aggregates. Use of this sand lessens the risk of 
staining the paving products when brushing in the sand. Please 
contact your supplier / AG for further information.

50mm Pack:

size (mm): m2 / pack: weight / pack: no / pack:

400 x 400 15.36m2 1.843t 96

600 x 400 15.36m2 1.843t 64

To ensure a natural colour blend AG recommends mixing 
from multiple packs when laying the product.

Verona Ground Rimini Ground

Florento GroundMilano Ground

TERRAPAVE® FLAGS / Verona Ground TERRAPAVE® FLAGS / Rimini + Milano Ground

AG recommends that ‘Rimini / Milano / Florento’ are laid with our Silver Granite kiln 
dried sand - see our jointing sand recommendations on page 39 for more information.

TERRAPAVE® FLAGS / Rimini Ground
2524



Canterra®  
Flags
Canterra® has been designed to create a ‘naturally undulating 
old courtyard’ effect. This effect replicates the uneven surface of 
natural stone with a randomly undulating surface. Made to the 
most exacting standards Canterra® flags are the perfect choice 
for pathways, patio and pedestrian walkways.

To ensure a natural colour 

blend AG recommends 

mixing from multiple packs 

when laying the product.

40mm

size (mm): m2 / pack: weight / pack: no / pack:

400 x 400 14.72m2 1.41t 92

600 x 400 11.04m2 1.05t 46

Silver

Sahara

Slate

CANTERRA® FLAGS / Silver
MILE STONE WALL / Slate

This popular flagstone works 
perfectly both indoors and outside.

AG do not recommend “Butt jointing” Canterra® flagstones. 
See page 39 for jointing guidance.

AG recommends that ‘Silver / Slate’ are laid with our Silver Granite kiln dried 
sand - see our jointing sand recommendations on page 39 for more information.

Rosemount  
Flags
Win on cost with our latest range of smooth flagstones. 
Our Rosemount flagstones are functional, cost 
effective and feature a bevelled edge. Rosemount 
flagstones are available in a smooth finish in three 
colours, one depth and one standard size.

To ensure a natural colour 

blend AG recommends 

mixing from multiple packs 

when laying the product.

40mm

size (mm): m2 / pack: weight / pack: no / pack:

400 x 400 14.72m2 1.41t 92

Buff

Slate

Silver

AG recommends that ‘Silver / Slate’ are laid with our Silver Granite kiln dried 
sand - see our jointing sand recommendations on page 39 for more information.

ROSEMOUNT FLAGS / Slate ROSEMOUNT FLAGS / Silver
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Kerbs, Steps  
+ Ramps
Stylish steps can be used to connect different levels of your 
outside space visually as well as physically. Choose from a 
wide range of attractive colours to complement or contrast 
with our range of paving products and flagstones. 

Kerbs can be purchased by linear metre or individually.

Mile Stone (kerb / wall unit): 

size (mm): Lm / pack: weight / pack: no / pack: no. / Lm:

L 200 x H 150 x D 80* 48 1.26t 240 5 (laid L200mm)

Available in a rumbled finish in colours: Cashel / Slate
*Mile Stone units can be laid flat or upright for kerbing.

TerraKerb® (reconstituted granite kerbs):                                           

profiles:  size (mm): Lm / pack: weight / pack: no / pack:

Square Edge L 900 x H 255 x D 125 10.6 1.2t 18

Available in colour: Pearl (Silver Grey)

Bullnose Kerb Setts:                                                                                              Corner pieces available

size (mm): Lm / pack: weight / pack: no / pack: no. / Lm:

L 100 x H 200 x D 127 24 1.3t 240 10

Available in a smooth finish in colour: Slate
Bullnose Kerb Setts can be laid in a low rise or high rise profile.

TERRAKERB® / Pearl
RIVER STONE / Blackwater

MILE STONE KERBS / Cashel

Single 
unit

Single 
unit 
(Cashel) 

External  
corner 

External  
corner 

HIGH RISE LOW RISE

Internal 
corner 

Internal 
corner 

Square Edge 
(Pearl)

Row 

Row 
(Slate)

BULLNOSE KERB SETTS / Slate smooth (riser)
TERRAPAVE® FLAGS / Rimini Ground (tread)

Contemporary in appearance, Kamden is the ideal choice 
when building free-standing, self-supporting walls up to 
0.9m (3ft) in height.

Double sided and completely vertical and with a unique and 
patented locating system that ensures perfect alignment, 
Kamden walls are built with no mortar or concrete. 

Kamden Double Sided 
Dry Build Walling

To ensure a natural colour 

blend AG recommends 

mixing from multiple packs 

when laying the product.

Basalt

KAMDEN WALLING / Basalt
SHORTCUTTM CAP / Basalt

KAMDEN WALLING / Basalt
SHORTCUTTM CAP / Basalt

Double-sided blocks that 
are completely vertical. 

Used to finish alternate 
rows on a stop-end wall.

Used to finish 
cap for a wall.

SHORTCUTTM  CAPHALF BLOCKKAMDEN BLOCK

Required to create 
90º return angles.

CORNER BLOCK

Used to finish alternate 
rows on a stop-end wall.

STOP END BLOCK

Kamden Pack:

size (mm): m2 / pack: weight / pack: no / pack: no. / m2 or Lm:

KAMDEN BLOCK* 
L 220 x D 260 x H 150 1.98m2  0.98t  60 30no. / m2

HALF BLOCK** 
L 110 x D 260 x H 150  N/A  N/A   N/A   N/A

CORNER BLOCK 
L 150 x D 255 x H 150 N/A N/A N/A   N/A  

STOP END BLOCK*** 
L 215 x D 255 x H 150  N/A N/A  N/A   N/A  

SHORTCUTTM CAP † 
L 200 x D 330 x H75 N/A 1.236t 120 5.4no. / Lm

* The Kamden Block ‘short side’ is 176mm in length.
** The Kamden Half Block ‘short side’ is 88mm in length.
*** The Kamden Stop End Block ‘short side’ is 175mm in length.
† The ShortCutTM Cap ‘short side’ is 175mm in length.
Note: Corner blocks and ShortCut caps can be purchased individually (split packs).
N / A – Not applicable.
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Aspen Stone®  
Retaining Wall*

Who knew building a wall could be so easy? The beauty of 
Anchor® Aspen Stone® retaining walls isn’t only in the highly 
textured, richly coloured finish, it’s also in the simplicity of its 
construction. With no need for mortar or adhesives, each stone 
simply slots into the other so it’s quick and easy to construct 
and can be used to build walls up to 0.6m (2ft) high.

To ensure a natural colour blend AG recommends mixing 

from multiple packs when laying the product.

Aspen Stone® Pack:

size (mm): m2 / pack: weight / pack: no / pack: no. / m2 or Lm:

BLOCK 
L 295 x D 180 x H 100  2.88m2  1.04 t  96  33

CAPPING BLOCK  NEW 
L 300 x D 200 x H 60  42 Lm 1 t 160 3.77

(Capping block ‘short side’: L 230mm)

Cashel Basalt

ASPEN STONE® WALLING 
/ Cashel

ASPEN STONE® WALLING / 
Basalt with Slate Setts

ASPEN STONE® WALLING / 
Basalt with CAPPING BLOCKS

ASPEN STONETM BLOCK
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Anchor® Bayfield® can be used to create attractive retaining 
walls up to 0.9m (3ft) high. With its rough hewn weathered 
texture, it’s an extremely versatile walling option which can be 
constructed without the need for mortar and is suitable for 
both straight and curved retaining walls.

Bayfield®  
Retaining Wall

Need a bigger wall? In addition to our garden 
walling, we also provide a complete retaining wall 

solution for taller structures. For more information 
contact your local builders merchant.

To ensure a natural colour blend AG recommends mixing 

from multiple packs when laying the product.

Bayfield® Pack:

size (mm): m2 / pack: weight / pack: no / pack: no. / m2 or Lm:

BAYFIELD® BLOCK 
L 435 x D 250 x H 150  3.5m2  1.3t  54  15.36no. / m2

CORNER / STEP 
L 435 x D 218 x H 150  N/A  1.44t  48  N/A

SHORTCUTTM CAP † 
L 200 x D 330 x H75 N/A 1.236t 120 5.4no. / Lm

† The ShortCutTM Cap ‘short side’ is 175mm in length.
Note: Corner blocks and ShortCut caps can be purchased individually (split packs).
N / A – Not applicable.

Basalt Canelletto

BAYFIELD® WALLING / Canelletto
SHORTCUTTM CAP / Canelletto

CORNER / STEP BLOCK SHORTCUTTM CAPBAYFIELD® BLOCK

Attractive, durable, versatile and easy-to-install; that’s Anchor® 
Diamond®. With a natural textured appearance Diamond® can be 
used to create attractive retaining walls up to 1.2m (4ft) high. 

Diamond® walls are built with no mortar or concrete and are 
suitable for both straight and curved retaining walls.

Diamond® 30  
Retaining Wall

To ensure a natural colour blend AG recommends mixing 

from multiple packs when laying the product.

Diamond® 30 Pack:

size (mm): m2 / pack: weight / pack: no / pack: no. / m2 or lm:

DIAMOND® 30 BLOCK 
L 435 x D 300 x H 150  3.5m2  1.4t  54  15.36m2

CORNER / STEP 
L 435 x D 218 x H 150  N/A  1.44t  48  N/A

SHORTCUTTM CAP † 
L 200 x D 330 x H75 N/A 1.236t 120 5.4Lm

† The ShortCutTM Cap ‘short side’ is 175mm in length.
Note: Corner blocks and ShortCut caps can be purchased individually (split packs).
N / A – Not applicable.

Cashel Basalt

DIAMOND® WALLING / Cashel
SHORTCUTTM CAP / Cashel

CORNER / STEP BLOCK SHORTCUTTM CAPDIAMOND® BLOCK

Need a bigger wall? In addition to our garden 
walling, we also provide a complete retaining wall 

solution for taller structures. For more information 
contact your local builders merchant.
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To ensure a natural colour blend and benefit from the full colour shading AG recommends mixing from multiple packs when building the product.

Woodward  
Brick
Our new Woodward collection is available in two finishes. 
The ‘Smooth’ finish is vibrant with a smooth, sharp 
crispness; while the ‘Antique’ finish is rumbled with mellow 
pastels in the reclaimed style.

Woodward is designed with a hollow depression on the 
top face - commonly known as a frog - which reduces the 
weight of the brick, thus making it easier to handle.

Woodward Pack:

size (mm): compressive weight /  no. /  
 strength: pack: pack:

Woodward (with frog) greater than  
L 215 x D 102.5 x H 65 22 N / mm² 1.55 t 512

Lyndhurst Smooth  new

Lyndhurst Antique  new

Clarendon Blue Smooth

Clarendon Blue Antique 

Edenmore Smooth 

Edenmore Antique 

Hampton Smooth 

Hampton Antique Ashbrooke Antique new

Oldtown Multi Smooth  
new

Lewis Smooth  newDurrow Cream Smooth  
new

Shandon Smooth  new

Oldtown Multi Antique  
new

Lewis Antique  newDurrow Cream Antique  
new

Shandon Antique  new

Ashbrooke Smooth  new

Tullamore Smooth

Tullamore AntiqueWOODWARD BRICK / Lyndhurst Antique

WOODWARD BRICK / Hampton Antique
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Stately  
Brick
Crisp, sharp edges and a deep coral textured finish, 
emphasises the contemporary appeal of the Stately Brick 
range. It’s a distinctive collection that offers aesthetic 
qualities to rival anything on the market. With lasting 
durability, performance and good looks, it allows plenty 
of scope for modern, eye-catching designs.

Stately Pack:

size (mm): compressive weight /  no. /  
 strength: pack: pack:

L 215 x D 102.5 x H 65 greater than 1.7 t 512 
 22 N / mm²

Approx. a quarter of each ‘textured’ bale contains single headers.

STATELY BRICK / Chestnut Manor STATELY BRICK / Barkley Manor

To ensure a natural colour 

blend and benefit from 

the full colour shading 

AG recommends mixing 

from multiple packs when 

building the product.

Harvest Flame

Chestnut Manor

Barkley Manor

Oakland  
Brick
Think contemporary or traditional, modern or avant 
garde – the Oakland range of facing bricks can make it all 
possible. An exceptionally versatile brick, providing texture 
and style. A beautiful blend of colours with clean cut lines, 
adding sharpness to any project.

Oakland Pack:

size (mm): compressive weight /  no. /  
 strength: pack: pack:

L 215 x D 102.5 x H 65 greater than 1.6 t 512 
 22 N / mm²

Approx. a quarter of each ‘textured’ bale contains single headers.

OAKLAND BRICK / Cottage Red Textured

To ensure a natural colour blend and benefit from the 

full colour shading AG recommends mixing from multiple 

packs when building the product.

Cottage Red Textured Richmond Textured
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PAVING + FLAGSTONES

AG recommend regular seasonal maintenance at least three 
times a year. A good rule of thumb is to commence at the start 
of the growing season (April), the middle of the growing season 
(July) and at the end of the growing season (September) - this 
may vary depending on weather conditions. 

General Wear
Newly completed areas of paving or flagstones should only 
receive a light brushing in the first few months to allow joints to 
settle naturally. From then on, general maintenance should be 
carried out regularly. Using a bristle brush with mild detergent 
and hot water is normally all you need to remove any build-up of 
dirt and grime.

Weeds, Moss + Lichen
Unwanted plants, moss and fungi are easily controlled. The trick 
is to tackle them as soon as they appear - don’t allow them to 
get established. Use a proprietary weed killer on weeds and 
grass and a water-based fungicide or algicide on moss and 
lichen. As well as stocking all the products you need, your local 
builders merchant will also be able to offer you impartial advice 
and answer any questions you might have. 

Top Tip... Use a separate spray to wash, as combined sprays 
aren’t as effective. 

Heavy Staining
To remove hard to shift stains use a non-acid based proprietary 
cleaner. Always test a small area first and always follow the 
manufacturer’s instructions. Avoid acid based cleaners as they 
may damage the paving. 

Oil Stains
Oil will readily penetrate into most surfaces and once staining 
occurs it can be difficult to remove. If the staining is substantial 
it may be necessary to replace the products in the damaged 
area. Do not attempt to wipe the spilt oil as this only drives 
the oil deeper into the surface. Soak up stains promptly using 
absorbent material such as a paper towel then use a non-acid 
based proprietary cleaner in accordance with the manufacturer’s 
instructions.

Power Washing
We don’t recommend using a power hose to clean your paving 
as high pressure hoses can damage the surface of products and 
remove the jointing sand or grout which holds them in place. 

If you carry out the simple, regular maintenance (as 
recommended previously), power washing shouldn’t be 
necessary. However, if you do decide to use a power washer you 
can help minimise the risk of damage by observing the following 
guidance:

1) Remove loose debris with a broom;

2) Test a small area first;

3) Use a medium pressure or low pressure setting;

4) Hold the hose at not more than a 30º angle;

5) After the paving has dried, replace any jointing sand which 
has been removed.

Product Inspection
All products should be carefully inspected for defects or damage 
upon delivery and prior to being installed. Delivery documentation is 
required to be signed and should include a record of such defects, 
which will need to be notified to an AG Sales representative within 
five working days of delivery.

AG are BS EN ISO 9001:2014 registered and use an integrated 
quality management system.

Colour Blending
All products are manufactured from natural materials. Although we 
strive to provide consistency of colour, slight colour variations are 
inevitable with all concrete product manufacturing processes.

When purchasing products, AG recommend that packs are selected 
from the same date of production (DOP). Products should then be 
mixed on site from a minimum of three packs to help reduce the 
effect of banding.

Products which have been installed for a period will weather 
naturally, so the colour of any new products, when compared, will 
inevitably vary.

Efflorescence
Efflorescence is a white crystalline deposit that can occur naturally 
on the surface of all concrete materials. AG use market leading 
technologies to significantly reduce the frequency and occurrence 
of efflorescence but these cannot totally prevent the phenomenon 
in all instances.

Where it does occur, efflorescence may mask the colour of the 
product for a period of time but this tends to gradually weather 
off naturally with rainfall given time. AG will not replace products 
affected by efflorescence.

AG recommend that customers ensure that packs of products 
which have had their packaging removed should be recovered to 
prevent secondary efflorescence.

Measurements + Allowances
AG recommend that customers ensure that their contractor 
accurately measures the area on site before ordering products. 

Dimensions taken from a product plan can vary significantly from 
the final layout. When ordering, customers should allow for an 
additional 5% to cater for detailing, cutting and acceptable waste.  
This quantity may need to be greater in the case of curved or 
circular designs.

Customers should be aware that up to 5% of delivered product 
may be damaged due to loading, unloading, transport and site 
handling. Any product damaged should be set aside and reused for 
cutting or detailing and AG will not be held liable for such waste.

Where the customer experiences waste of greater than 5% of 
the total quantity ordered, an AG Sales Representative should be 
informed without delay.

Jointing widths
Butt Jointing – AG do not recommend “Butt jointing” as this 
removes the ability to adjust alignment and can also cause shear 
failure on the edges of adjacent units.

Close Jointing – a joint width of between 2-5mm in accordance with 
the installation code is recommended for a flexible bedding design.

Open Jointing – a joint width of 6mm + is deemed an open joint and 
applies to a minimum width requirement for use with a structural 
joint compound within a bound bedding and jointing system.

Jointing sands
AG provide two types of jointing sands for a flexible bedding and 
jointing design.

Standard jointing sand – suitable for all products.

Silver Granite jointing sand – designed specifically for products 
containing silver and dark granite aggregates (e.g. Plaza and 
TerraPave®). Use of this sand lessens the risk of staining the paving 
products when brushing in the sand.

Surface marks
Minor surface scuff and scratch marks can occur during installation 
when using plate vibration compaction. AG’s experience is that 
these marks weather off.

AG strongly recommend using a rubber vibration plate when 
compacting embossed or riven surfaces to further reduce the risk 
of scuff or scratch marks.

Installation
AG recommend that all products should be installed in accordance 
with the latest and relevant British or European Standard.

Ordering
Minimum order quantities are required for certain colours and 
sizes. Before placing an order, please speak to one of our sales 
team members – they will be happy to advise on this and any other 
product questions you may have.

AG operate a no returns policy. This does not affect your statutory 
rights.

Questions + Complaints
If you have any queries or complaints, please contact our Sales 
office on +44 (0) 121 747 0202 in UK and on +44 (0)28 8778 8112 
in Ireland.

We recommend that you contact our sales staff for further 
information at the design stage of your project for the most up-to-
date information. AG reserves the right to discontinue products if 
necessary. The colours shown on this website are as accurate as 
your screens calibration will allow. Whilst every effort is made to 
match colours and represent textures, we recommend that colours 
and textures are chosen from actual samples of the products.

GENERAL INFORMATION
All products are manufactured from natural materials and although 
we strive to provide consistency of colour, variation may occur in 
the manufacturing process - this applies to all concrete products 
within the paving industry. It is for this reason we recommend that 
products are selected from at least three bales, within each delivery.

Advice + Assistance
To achieve a quality finish to your project always choose a reputable 
installer, builder or hard landscaping contractor. Take time to look at 
previous jobs they have worked on and don’t be afraid to ask to see 
examples of their work in situ. If you need advice, your local builders 
merchant will be able to suggest a number of specialist companies in 
your area.

Health + Safety
Care must be taken when handling / working with individual 
products to avoid risk of injury from manual handling, sharp 
edges, abrasive texture and dust fragments. Inhalation of any dust 
produced from aggregates must be avoided. Protective clothing 
must be worn and is activity dependent.  Further information may be 
obtained by contacting AG or the HSE/HSA.

CANTERRA

Jointing Guidance
Butt Jointing - AG do not recommend “Butt jointing” Canterra 
flagstones.

Close Jointing – AG recommend close jointing. Joints of 
between 2mm and 5mm should be created when laying with 
fine, dry jointing-sand used to fill the joints.

Open Jointing – AG’s preference is that installers use open 
joints when laying Canterra, whereby >5mm joints are created 
and filled with a solid jointing compound.

Maintenance Advice + Guidance
Sealing of Paving + Flags
A variety of sealers and cleaners are available through your 
local builders merchant. However, please note that applying 
sealant may affect the colour of paving. Be sure to follow the 
manufacturer’s instructions and check the product’s suitability by 
testing on a small area first. Responsibility for the performance 
of sealers and cleaners lies with the user and manufacturer of 
the product.

Abrasion Assistance
Abrasions marks may be present on pavers with undulating 
surfaces, these marks are a superficial effect from the slight 
movement of the product during transit and will disappear after 
a few weeks weathering.

GARDEN WALLING / BRICKS

Concrete Adhesive
Aspen StoneTM, Kamden, Bayfield® and Diamond® are 
all mortarless systems requiring no cement to hold them 
together. Cap stones however, should be applied using a 
concrete adhesive thus eliminating the need for mortar and the 
associated risk of mortar stains.

Power Washing
Using a power-hose is not recommended as it may damage the 
surface of the product.

General Cleaning
Clean using a stiff bristle brush, mild detergent and water from a 
low pressure hose.

Heavy Staining
Any type of remedial work should first be tested on a small area. 
Remedial cleaning procedures may affect the appearance of the 
product. 
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Country Cobble® paving Plaza / River Stone paving

Random Coursed (2 sizes)

Uses 200x150 + 150x150mm.

19no. of each size per m2

Ratio per m2: 
57% 200x150, 43% 150x150.

90º Herringbone (1 size)

Uses 200x150mm.

34no. per m2

Ratio per m2: 100% 200x150. 

Stretcher Bond (1 size)

Uses 200x150mm.

33.3no. per m2

Ratio per m2: 100% 200x150.

Courtyard Pattern A (2 sizes)

Uses 200x150 + 100x150mm.

22no. of each size per m2

Ratio per m2: 
67% 200x150, 33% 100x150.

Random Coursed (3 sizes)

Uses 200x150, 150x150 + 
100x150mm. 

15no. of each size per m2

Ratio per m2: 44% 200x150, 
34% 150x150, 22% 100x150.

Stretcher Bond (1 size)

Uses 200x150mm.

22no. per m2

Ratio per m2: 100% 200x150.

Stretcher Bond (2 sizes)

Uses 200x150 + 150x150mm.

19no. of each size per m2

Ratio per m2: 57% 200x150,  
 43% 150x150.

Courtyard Pattern B (2 sizes)

Uses 200x150 + 100x150mm.

22no. of each size per m2

Ratio per m2: 
67% 200x150, 33% 100x150.

90º Herringbone (1 size)

Uses 200x150mm.

34no. per m2

Ratio per m2: 100% 200x150.

Stack Bond (1 size)

Uses 150x150mm.

45no. per m2

Ratio per m2: 100% 150x150.

Courtyard Pattern C (3 sizes)

Uses 200x150, 150x150 + 
100x150mm. 

15no. of each size per m2

Ratio per m2: 44% 200x150, 
34% 150x150, 22% 100x150.

Laying Patterns
90º Herringbone (1 size)

There are many ways to lay flagstones and paving and your 
choice of laying pattern depends on the size and shape of 
the stones you are planning to use as well as your personal 
taste. The pattern you choose will have a big impact on the 
overall appearance of your design – just as much as the 
colour and texture of your chosen stone.  

Courtyard Pattern C (3 sizes)
COUNTRY COBBLE / Slate

Stretcher Bond (1 size)
COUNTRY COBBLE / Cashel

Courtyard Pattern
RIVER STONE 3’S / Blackwater

Mixed Size Motif Pattern
RIVER STONE 3’S / Glenarm

NB. There will always be extra units left over. These are ideal for cuts and edgings.

Important: When laying mixed size packs please ensure you alternate between bales for each layer to ensure an evenly 
distrubuted colour blend. ie. They should not be laid layer-by-layer from the same bale.

Each product pack is stacked in layers.  
To achieve the Courtyard pattern, just 
switch around the appropriate units from 
each layer (as shown using the colours 
and letters).

W W

XX

Y

Y

Z

Z

HomePave / River Stone 3’s paving (mixed size pack)

Stretcher Bond (3 sizes)

Uses 300x200, 200x200 + 
100x200mm.

Courtyard (3 sizes)

Uses 300x200, 200x200 + 
100x200mm.

W W

X

Y

Y

X
Z

Z

Long Stone paving (mixed size pack)

Stretcher Bond (4 sizes)

Uses 490x146, 350x146, 280x146 + 210x146mm

Create a continuous pattern of staggered joints just by swapping 
2 units from every pack layer. 

NB: Two 490x146 units should not be laid side-by-side (parallel) 
for driveways, as it cannot be guaranteed as load bearing for cars.
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After paving units  
have been swapped

(1 layer wide) 
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This pattern works with a 7 piece 
module, creating and interlocking 
L shaped herringbone structure. 

Within each project pack layer, 
four of these modules can be 
created, leaving over three pieces 
which can be used for cuts or 
additional units. An ideal pattern 
for smaller or 
curved areas 
where cuts are 
more frequent. 

Mixed Size Motif (3 sizes)

Uses 300x200, 200x200 + 
100x200mm.

Mixed Size Motif
Pattern
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Fiamma / TerraPave® / Plaza / Canterra® / Rosemount flagstones

Stretcher Bond (1 size)

Uses 600x400mm.

4.17no. per m2

Ratio per m2: 100% 600x400.

Stretcher Bond (2 sizes)

Uses 400x400 + 600x400mm.

2.5no. of each size per m2

Ratio per m2: 60% 600x400, 

40% 400x400.

Stack Bond (1 size flag)

Uses 400x400mm.

6.25no. per m2

Ratio per m2: 100% 400x400.

Broken Stack Bond   
(1 size flag + setts)

Uses 400x400mm + Setts.

Approx: 6no. flags per m2 
 0.3no. setts per m2.

Laying Patterns
continued

AG (Acheson + Glover) is a family business owned 
and run by three generations of the same family 
for over 60 years.

AG has grown to become one of the UK and Ireland’s largest 
independent suppliers of hard landscaping and building 
products. We operate five separate production facilities.

AG is able to source most of the raw materials we need from 
our own quarries. As a result we’re able to dramatically reduce 

the carbon footprint of our products and eliminate any risk 
of exploiting low-paid workers in developing countries. 

AG has become a big company. But not a big-headed 
company. We think big but we’re also determined to get the 
little things right. We’re committed to our customers and 
to ensuring we always offer the best products, at the best 
prices. It’s business… but with AG it’s also personal.

About us

Sustainability

At AG we are very careful 
about our impact on the 
wider environment. 

AG have calculated the carbon 
footprint of every product in 
our range. All of these figures 
have been carefully checked and 
verified. We are committed to 

keeping these figures as low as 
possible. Indeed, we rank among 
the lowest carbon ratings of the 
major manufacturers.

One of the reasons why our 
carbon footprint ratings are so 
low is because the vast majority 
of the aggregates we use are 

produced in our own quarries 
which are just a short distance 
from our manufacturing plants. 

Transportation has a big impact 
on carbon emissions so by using 
local stone, we can keep our 
footprint as small as possible. 

Stack Bond Pattern
TERRAPAVE® FLAGS / Rimini + Milano Ground
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TERMS + CONDITIONS

The colours shown in this literature are as accurate as the printing process will allow. 
Whilst every effort is made to match colours and represent textures, we recommend 
that colours and textures are chosen from actual samples of the products. 

All products are manufactured from natural materials and although we strive to 
provide consistency of colour, variation may occur in the manufacturing process - 

this applies to all concrete products within the paving industry. It is for this reason we 
recommend that products are selected from at least three bales, within each delivery. 

All information contained in this literature is correct at the time of going to print. 

AG reserves the right to amend specifications or discontinue products, if necessary, 
without prior notice. We recommend that you contact your builders merchant, at the 
design stage of your project, for the most up-to-date information.
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YOUR LOCAL MERCHANT:

Visit our website for maintenance 
guidance and more information.

ag.uk.com

AG Group Headquarters: 127 Crievehill Road, Fivemiletown, Co. Tyrone, BT75 0SY.
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